rise from her grave and pray that they be able to return to
their home one day. If Rachel did this, why did Yaakov not
want to do the same? Let crying for the Jewish People
about to be driven from their homeland become a family
affair. Imagine the effect if both Yaakov and Rachel would
have risen from their graves to petition on behalf of the
Jewish People. We might say that Yaakov, like Avraham
Avinu and Yitzchak Avinu, did not advocate on behalf of
the Jews. When Hashem said to them, “Your children have
sinned!” they replied, “Let them be punished for Your
Name.” This is true only insofar that when Yaakov heard
Hashem’s accusation, he was only supporting Hashem’s
claim, “Banecha chatu.” Although he explained that
Hashem had instructed him to bury Rachel on the road so
that she would be an advocate for her children, he should
have countered, “I will also weep for them.”
Rav Firer explains that, indeed, Yaakov’s burial in
kever avosav, the “family” plot, was to encourage his
descendants to return to the Holy Land. For Jews to return
to Eretz Yisrael after their exile, two criteria had to be
satisfied. First, the return must conform with Hashem’s
Will; He must want them back in Eretz Yisrael. Second, Klal
Yisrael must want to return. The first condition, to have
Hashem agree that they return, was resolved via Rachel’s
tears. Her outpouring of emotions penetrated the
Heavenly Gates and catalyzed a positive Heavenly
response to end the exile and allow the Jewish People to
return to the Land. The second condition that required Klal
Yisrael to desire to return would be facilitated by Yaakov
Avinu via his burial in Meoras HaMachpeilah. When the
people would ruminate over return, versus remaining in
Bavel or other countries of exile, the first query would be,
“Is it our home?” If they were to return it was critical for
them to feel that Eretz Yisrael was their homeland. Secure
in the knowledge that therein lay their ancestors, the
Patriarchs and Matriarchs who established their nation
and from whom they (the exiles) descend, the people will
have second thoughts about remaining in Bavel. No
decision is easy. Was Yaakov to be buried next to Rachel
or Leah? The answer was dependent upon what was
ultimately (in the Patriarch’s mind) the best catalyst for
Jewish return to the land. What would engender their
greatest longing for “home”?
Rav Firer observes that apparently Rachel’s pleas
achieved full realization, as Hashem granted reprieve to
the Jewish People, ending their exile so that return to the
Land was possible. The second criteria, which required the
people to have a desire to return, was not as operative,
since many Jews opted to remain in Bavel. Nonetheless,
Yaakov’s plan was not only focused on the Jews who were
banished during the Churban Bais Hamikdash, but for all
future generations, to the exiles driven out of the land by
Titus and others. His plea continues to reverberate: “Come
home to the Land where your forefathers are buried.”

Va’ani Tefillah
 – ושים חלקנו עמהם לעולםV’sim chelkeinu imahem
l’olam. And put our lot together with them forever.
The only way our lot can be joined together with
that of the previously mentioned five righteous, scholarly
and virtuous classes of Jews is by making every attempt to
connect with them at every possible opportunity. Indeed,
Chazal teach that by clinging to the talmid chacham, Torah
scholar, we are, in effect, clinging to Hashem.
Furthermore, by supporting the Torah scholar, we are able
to have a share in his Torah study. It is well-known that he
who supports a Torah scholar will merit to sit next to him
in Olam Habba, The World to Come. This is true even if one
is himself seriously deficient in Torah erudition. How do
we reconcile this? What benefit is gained by sitting next to
the Torah scholar if one is illiterate?
Horav Yaakov Kamenetzky, zl, explains that every
Jewish child studies and masters the entire Torah while yet
in his mother’s womb. Prior to leaving, the Angel strikes
the infant’s lips, causing the Torah knowledge he has
gained to recede into his subconscious when he enters the
world. The scholar toils in Torah and accesses this
knowledge during his life. The Torah supporter who
deserves to sit next to the scholar in the World to Come
will then retrieve the knowledge that he had accumulated
prior to his birth.
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תשע"ט

ועשית עמדי חסד ואמת
And do kindness and truth with me. (47:29)
Rashi explains that the kindness performed
towards the dead is the kindness of truth, altruistic
kindness. Every act of lovingkindness carries with it the
possibility of reciprocity or of some form of recompense.
When one performs kindness for the deceased he has no
hope for any return. This is pure altruism, ie, truth. Rashi
seems to be describing the acts of chesed as consisting of
two levels: plain chesed; and chesed infused with emes.
Yaakov Avinu was asking Yosef to commit to an act of
kindness which reflected truth, an extraordinary act of
kindness, unlike any other: kindness characterized by
truth. This implies that the chesed act remains static,
unchanged, which is probably true from the position of the
beneficiary. Kindness is kindness. From the perspective of
the benefactor, the one carrying out the act of kindness,
however, chesed which has the added component of
emes, is a chesed of a different genre. It is not the same
act of chesed as “plain” chesed. How can we understand
this?
When Yosef HaTzaddik saw that his end was
near, he asked his brothers to see to it that his remains
would be removed from Egypt for burial in Eretz Yisrael.
He followed in the path of his father, who had previously
made the same request of his sons. A difference existed,
however, with regard to the nature of their requests:
Yaakov asked his sons to execute the deed, while Yosef
requested this of his brothers. He did not address his sons.
Indeed, at the time of geulas Mitzrayim, the Egyptian
redemption, when the Jews departed from the land that
had been their surrogate home for 210 years, it was
Moshe Rabbeinu, a descendant of Levi, who removed
Yosef’s bones from Egypt. Why did Yosef ask his brothers
– not his own sons – to take his bones out of Egypt?
Furthermore, why was Moshe, the leader of the nation
(who probably had other things to do), selected to carry
out the promise to Yosef?
Horav Levi Dicker, zl, explains that an additional
component is intrinsic chesed, kindness, of which we are
unaware. Complete kindness is kindness that has come
full-circle, with the receiver reciprocating kindness to the
benefactor. Yosef had done so much for his brothers, from
finding them a place to live, to sustaining them in Egypt.
He had forgiven them for selling him into slavery. He had
done everything to alleviate their feelings of melancholy
concerning what they did and their fear over what he
might do in revenge. Nonetheless, despite all of this,

פרשת ויחי

Yosef’s expression of kindness to his brothers remained
incomplete.
What is the definition of complete kindness? Horav
Yeruchem Levovitz, zl, explains that complete kindness is the
process by which the beneficiary is able to reciprocate the
kindness to his benefactor. The Zohar HaKadosh writes that
by performing mitzvos, we complete Hashem’s kindness to
us. He is benevolent; we “pay back” via the agency of
mitzvah performance. When a person acts kindly to another
person, but does not allow the beneficiary to do anything in
return, his act of kindness is deficient; it is lacking, because
the beneficiary is pained by his inability to reciprocate. He
feels that he is in debt until that time in which he is given the
opportunity to repay that kindness with a kindness of his
own. Hashem certainly does not need anything from us.
Nonetheless, in His infinite kindness, He grants us the
opportunity to reciprocate, thereby “relieving” us of our
obligation to Him.
Yosef also wanted to avail his brothers the
opportunity to return the favor, but since he was the viceroy
of Egypt, they could do very little for him. Yosef obviously
could not personally negotiate taking his own bones out of
Egypt. Thus, he asked his brothers to do for him what he
would be unable to do for himself. Thus, he was setting the
scene for his act of chesed to achieve completion. This is why
he did not ask his sons. Moshe Rabbeinu, too, was in a
unique position. As Klal Yisrael’s leader, he was the people’s
surrogate; in this manner, he was uniquely suited to act on
behalf of the entire Jewish nation. He had the ability to grant
all of the Shevatim the closure they required, thus
completing Yosef’s acts of kindness.
Returning now to our original questions: Are there
two forms of chesed? And what is the meaning of chesed
v’emes? As we explained, in order for chesed to be complete
it must go full circle, allowing for the beneficiary to
reciprocate. Anything less deprives the benefactor of the
complete mitzvah. When one performs chesed for the dead,
reciprocity is impossible. In such an act of chesed v’emes, the
benefactor must come to terms with the notion that he is
performing chesed that is supported by truth. He can expect
nothing in return – not even a thank you. This is absolute
chesed.
Chesed Shel Emes is an area shrouded in obscurity.
The misaskim, volunteers, who engage in their holy work of
preparing the deceased for burial, are involved in an
endeavor that can best be described as otherworldly.
Dealing with the deceased requires reverence, being aware
that the body is the physical container which houses the
neshamah, soul, the spiritual life force of the human being

as the soul’s earthly repository; the body maintains a
apparently from which others not as strong as they might
degree of holiness and must be treated accordingly.
not have successfully emerged.
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scenario that must have taken place as the Shevatim,
Providence, provide glimpses into another world which
Tribes/brothers, stood around their father’s deathbed.
members of the chevra occasionally witness. To the firstCertainly, the Torah giants (as they looked lovingly at
time reader, these stories might represent a stretch of the
Yaakov Avinu) thought about the Torah that he had taught
imagination, but having had the privilege to be a member
them, his love and devotion to them, his infusing them
of the chevra for the past forty years, I can state
with the middos tovos, refined character traits, in order to
unequivocally that these stories may be taken at face
bring them to the point where they became the Shivtei
value. Since I am limited by the parameter of space, I will
Kah. They certainly wanted to continue learning, to derive
pick one sample of the many incidents that have taken
more and greater Torah lessons. As he was about to depart
place.
this world, his final words would be based upon his
A tragic accident occurred in Bay Ridge,
observations of them, constructive words of criticism that
Brooklyn. A car lost control and was driven wildly onto the
would make them even better leaders. Is there any
sidewalk, knocking down two people at a nearby bus stop
question concerning their attitude at this unique time?
and a woman who happened to be standing in front of a
Would there be any possibility of resentment on their part
store window. The woman was a religious Jewess, a
that would somehow impede their acceptance of rebuke?
Russian immigrant. She died instantly.
Yet, Chazal imply that Reuven, Shimon and Levi had to
One of the area rabbanim contacted Chesed Shel
overcome the challenge of listening to Yaakov’s critique.
Emes, an organization in Brooklyn consisting of hundreds
Why?
of volunteers, who address all tzarchei ha’meis, the needs
Apparently (explains the Rosh Yeshivah),
involving the deceased – literally from illness to beyond.
accepting criticism properly is a difficult task – even for
They are devoted 24/7 to this chesed which they perform
such spiritual giants. Despite their unparalleled love for
with emes. Chesed Shel Emes immediately dispatched a
Yaakov and the reciprocal love which they were certain he
volunteer to the medical examiner’s office to ensure that
had for them, and despite the awe and reverence in which
no autopsy would be performed, that the nifteres,
they viewed him, they would still maintain a tinge – a small
deceased, be treated with kavod ha’meis, full and proper
vestige – of resistance to his mussar, words of rebuke. This
respect, and that the body be released in a timely manner.
resistance would have impeded their acceptance of the
Several volunteers went to the scene of the accident to
final message of Yaakov Avinu. To their credit, explain
collect all human remains that were required to be buried.
Chazal, they triumphed over the hurdle, overcame their
Chesed Shel Emes maintains its own chelka,
resistance, by accepting his rebuke wholeheartedly. For
section, of the Jewish cemetery in Long Island. It is used
this, they were justly rewarded.
for those who have no designated burial site, most
What is the key to accepting criticism? The Rosh
frequently due to a lack of funds. Following the burial, the
Yeshivah cites the Midrash Socher Tov (Tehillim 53), which
misaskim noticed that the grave right next to the new
relates that David Hamelech had difficulty accepting
grave had the same last name as the present nifteres. After
rebuke from Avigayil. She contended that it was wrong to
a little research, they discovered that this other grave
spill Naval’s blood. She concluded, “Do not say ‘I am the
belonged to none other than the present nifteres’
king,’ so that no one may rebuke me. Hocheach atah
grandmother, who had been brought to Kever Yisrael,
atzmecha, Rebuke yourself!” From the fact that she
Jewish burial, by Chesed Shel Emes several years earlier.
summed up her rebuke with these closing words, we may
Unquestionably, Hashem had manipulated the events, so
glean that she suspected in her heart that David would not
that these two neshamos, ha’neehavim v’ha’neimim
accept her rebuke. As king, he could come up with a
b’chayeihem u’bmosam lo nifradu, “the beloved in life
number of excuses to permit his actions – even if it
were not separated in death.”
involved shedding blood. The mere fact that she felt
compelled to say what she did teaches us that even
 פחז כמים אל תותר...ראובן בכורי אתה
kedoshei elyon, the spiritually high, the sanctified leaders,
find it difficult to accept rebuke. What should we say?
Reuven, you are my firstborn… water-like impetuosity –
Nonetheless, we derive a powerful lesson and
you cannot be foremost. (49:3,4)
guide for accepting rebuke from Avigayil’s rebuke.
The Midrash (Yalkut Shemoni Mishlei 15, remez
“Rebuke yourself!” When we hear rebuke from someone,
953) teaches, “Because Reuven, Shimon and Levi accepted
be it a friend or otherwise, it is good to introspect and
the rebuke of their father, Yaakov Avinu, they merited to
think cogently, asking oneself: Is it possible that what he
have their lineage enumerated together with that of
says is true? Could I be guilty of this infraction? Between
Moshe and Aharon” (Shemos 6:14). The first three sons of
“myself and the lamppost” is an ideal venue for selfYaakov achieved an enviable pinnacle of spiritual merit by
scrutinization and soul-searching. Are we prepared to
accepting their father’s rebuke. The fact that Hashem
admit to ourselves what we shy away from conceding to
rewarded them indicates that accepting rebuke is a
others?
challenging feat, a battle which they won, and one that

What is the usual reaction to rebuke? “Who are
you to criticize me?” “What makes you so perfect?” When
we are criticized, the reaction will invariably be to call to
mind our critic’s flaws. This is our way of defraying the
pressure from us. All of the while, we lose out on the
benefits of rebuke. The finest writers are those who seek
out good editors. They do not fear critique. On the
contrary, it improves their work.
Furthermore, we all know that ohaiv es
ha’tochachos, love criticism, is one of the forty-eight paths
to wisdom. Sadly, most people view criticism as a personal
attack, which triggers all sorts of defense mechanisms.
Indeed, the smaller the individual or the greater his guilt,
the louder and less subtle are his defenses. Anyone who
wants to achieve true distinction will appreciate and
actually love criticism, because having his errors pointed
out to him prevents him from repeating them.
Horav Noach Weinberg, zl, explains that one of
the reasons that we have difficulty accepting criticism is
that it comes at times when we are not emotionally
prepared. We are caught off guard. On the other hand, if
one is a person who invites criticism, who does not hide
from it, but actually welcomes constructive criticism, he is
in a position to deal with it calmly, sensibly and seriously.
Indeed, such a person does not wait for a crisis to erupt
before he seeks advice. He wants to preempt and prevent
a crisis.
The Rosh Yeshivah points out that people think
that the word criticism is painful and negative. They feel
that a critique means that they are “no good.” Absolutely
not. Criticism means “you are good, but I believe that you
can be even better.” Veritably, it is painful to discover our
mistakes, but going through life repeating them is even
more painful.
Rav Weinberg underscores the value of giving
others (our friends and those about whom we really care)
criticism. Someone who is suffering spiritually or
emotionally is in as dire need of help as one who is
suffering physically. We resist giving criticism because we
want to be loved, and we think that people will resent us
for criticizing them. The greater our love for someone, the
greater should be our feelings of obligation to help by
pointing out his error. If we were to see someone driving
the wrong way on a highway, we would surely scream,
“Stop!” Why do we allow our friends to drive the wrong
way in life?
Rav Weinberg advises to “criticize wisely.” If the
critique will create animosity and discord, apply common
sense and say nothing. It is better not to speak than create
disharmony. Always ask yourself, “How would I react if I
were on the receiving end? How would I want to be told
of my problem?” For every one criticism, couch it with ten
portions of love. Reassuring the person that you are on
their side, that you really care and that everything you say
emanates from a heart filled with love and care – goes a
long way in restoring the person’s confidence and
mitigating whatever ill feelings he might develop in
response.
Last, the most effective rebuke is demonstrating
– through action and deed – how one should act. Children
who do not appreciate the beauty and value of honesty
probably come from homes in which parents do not place
a premium upon their own sense of integrity to one

another. Otherwise, the truth would be obvious to
everyone. There would be no conflicts or discord at home.
Moshe Rabbeinu was able to instruct Klal Yisrael because
he represented the perfect person, one whose character
was exemplary and whose Torah scholarship and mitzvah
observance were exemplary.
The Hebrew word for rebuke is tochachah, a
derivative of the word hocheach, which means to show or
to prove. The mochiach, one who rebukes, must himself
be a paragon of good. He must show that he is not
personally deficient in whatever area he is rebuking the
person about. Second, he must prove to the person whom
he is rebuking that he has a problem. He cannot simply tell
him; he must show and prove to him that a problem exists.
In conclusion, I add the words of Shlomo
Hamelech, Hochach l’chacham v’yeehavecha, “Reprove a
wise man – and he will love you” (Mishlei 9:8). Rebuke a
person who possesses wisdom and common sense. Such a
person will appreciate your concern and thank you for it.
One who is deficient in the areas of wisdom and common
sense will be suspicious of your motives and never forgive
you. It is best to stay away and bite your tongue.

 שמה...קברו אתי אל אבתי אל המערה אשר בשדה עפרון
קברו את אברהם ואת שרה אשתו שמה קברו את יצחק ואת
רבקה אשתו ושמה קברתי את לאה
Bury me among my fathers, in the cave that is in the
field of Ephron… there they buried Avraham and his
wife, Sarah; there they buried Yitzchak and his wife
Rivkah; and there I buried Leah. (49:29,31)
The Meoras HaMachpeilah (as explained by
Rashi, Ibid 23:9) was called machpeilah, which means
double. Chazal gave it this name either because it
contained upper and lower chambers or due to the fact
that zuggos, couples, that were buried there. It was the
burial site of the Patriarchs and Matriarchs, couples united
in life and death. Thus, Yaakov Avinu concluded his
request to be buried there next to his “wife,” Leah. If
Yaakov’s only reason for burial in the cave was to be buried
next to his wife, he could have been buried next to Rachel
Imeinu on the road to Bais Lechem. After all, she was the
one whom he had originally preferred to marry. If he cared
so much for her in life, he must have similarly cared for her
in death. Why did he not insist on being buried next to
Rachel? As a result of Rachel’s indiscretion concerning the
tzaddik’s (Yaakov’s) bed, Heaven decreed that she could
not be buried near Yaakov. The Patriarch himself had no
problem being buried next to her. He did not feel that his
honor had been impugned. He had forgiven Rachel.
Horav Bentzion Firer, zl, explains that Yaakov
decided in favor of being buried near Leah because he
wanted to be close to his father and grandfather. He
wanted burial in the family plot. The fact that Leah, his
wife, was buried there was a factor in favor of Meoras
HaMachpeilah. On the other hand, once we acknowledge
why Rachel was buried on the road to Bais Lechem, we
wonder why this exact same reason did not apply to him.
Chazal say that Rachel was buried on the road so that she
would serve as a source of comfort, to console the exiles
who were being driven out by Nevuzaraden. Rachel would

